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"It is no longer acceptable that a small minority would dominate the politics,
economy, and culture of major parts of the world by its complicated networks,
and establish a new form of slavery, and harm the reputation of other nations,
even European nations and the U.S., to attain its racist ambitions,"

−−− September 23, 2009 quote from Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
during the the 64th session of the U.N. General Assembly.

"Once we squeeze all we can out of the United States, it can dry up and blow
away."

−−− Supposed quote from Binyamin Netanyahu during his visit to Israeli spy
Jonathan Pollard in his North Carolina prison cell.
(onlinejournal.org/Special_Reports/092105Madsen/092105madsen.html)
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GBPPR Homebrew Radar Experiment

Pulse Modulator

Overview

While not the most electrically complicated section of a radar system, the pulse modulator is the one
section I am not really sure about, and should still be considered very experimental.

The pulse modulator is essentially a system which charges a Pulse−Forming Network (PFN) up to a
certain high−voltage, 2 kV in our case, and then quickly "grounds" the PFN's positive terminal
through the primary winding on an external pulse transformer.  This is done using some type of
controllable high−speed switch, usually a hydrogen thyratron tube.  The generated high−voltage
pulse is what is eventually used to "fire" the magnetron, causing it to emit a RF pulse equal to the
PFN's delay time, 1 µS for our example.

Most commercial radars use a high−voltage thyratron trigger (5C22) or even spark gaps to rapidly
discharge the PFN, but thyratrons are getting to be difficult to locate and can be quite
expensive.  For our modulator, we'll be using common high−voltage Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistors (IGBT), which are available from places like Mouser or Digi−Key for only a few dollars a
piece.  Two IGBTs will need to be used in series to equal the required stand−off operating voltage
(2,000 volts) for our modulator.  Single high−voltage IGBTs or IGBT blocks are available, and would
be much easier to work with, but are still very expensive.  A gate−drive transformer will be required
to trigger both the IGBTs at the same time and to also provide the proper high−voltage
isolation.  Because of the voltage difference across the two IGBTs, you won't be able to use a single
gate−drive circuit with a common ground.

The proper IGBT gate−drive circuit is the part of the system I had the most trouble with, and what is
shown should be considered just a starting point.  The key is getting the two IGBTs to fire at the
same time − when you want them to − and with the proper high−voltage isolation.  From experience,
the two series transistors will require parallel resistors to "share" the voltage load across each of
them so the transistor with the lowest leakage current won't be forced into avalanche mode, which
can destroy it.  Series resistor/capacitor snubbers will also be added across the transistors to help
protect the transistors from transients if they both don't switch on time.

The IGBTs used here (ST Electronics STGF3NC120HD N−channel, 3A/1,200V) have an internal
damper diode.  These internal diodes will serve an important purpose for our radar application.  If
the impedance of the PFN and the pulse transformer's primary are not matched, a residual voltage
charge can be left on the PFN during the dischage cycle.  This residual voltage charge can distort
the overall shape of next pulses or can even cause the magnetron to misfire or change
frequency.  The "reverse diode" in the IGBT will help to completely discharge the PFN after each
pulse, thus allowing the PFN to be recharge to the same voltage potential for each pulse.

A real radar pulse modulator uses a "resonant" inductor/capacitor circuit to charge the PFN.  A large
inductor is added in series with the PFN charging line to resonate with the overall capacitance of the
PFN at half the operating pulse frequency.  The idea is to "add" the inductor's stored DC
high−voltage charge onto the PFN's voltage.  This is done because a PFN circuit outputs only half
of its charging voltage, and this is a simple trick to get a voltage boost without requiring any more
costly windings on the magnetron's pulse transformer secondary.  Because of the low PFN
operating frequency, the required value of this series charging inductor can be very high.  A five
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henry inductor would be required for the circuit we're building here, assuming a 2,000 Hz
Pulse−Repetition Frequency (PRF).  Some commercial radars have charging inductors with values
of 30 henries or more.  We'll just be using a series 88 mH torroid inductor (mostly as a RF choke) to
protect the high−voltage power supply from induced spikes.  The series charging diode also
protects the power supply during the discharge cycle and allows for changing the modulator's
pulse−repetition frequency when using a resonant DC charging network.

Pulse Modulator Operation

A positive−going +5 volt input trigger (TRIG) signal causes a 2N2222A transistor to "pulse" the
primary of the gate−drive transformer to ground.  The primary winding is charged with a voltage of
+24 VDC.  This induces a positive−going signal of around 12 volts into the two transformer
secondary windings, which in−turn feed the two IGBT's gate pins.  A series 10 ohm resistor and a
33 volt TVS protect the IGBT's gate input from any overvoltage conditions.  The IGBT is now
"turned on" and there is a discharge path to ground for the high−voltage (2 kV) on the PFN.  Current
can now flow through the pulse transformer's primary winding − which we haven't made yet!

The PFN discharge develops a positive−going rectangular pulse in the pulse transformer's primary
winding.  When properly impedance matched, the pulse's amplitude will be equal to nearly half (1
kV) the charging voltage (2 kV) on the PFN.  Also, the pulse width should be equal to twice the
PFN's designed delay time (1 µS).

The pulse transformer is used to convert this high−voltage pulse to a negative−going one which is
applied to the magnetron's cathode.  The magnetron will emit a RF pulse for the duration of this
voltage pulse.  However, when the magnetron oscillates, it will cause an impedance mismatch
between the pulse modulator circuit and magnetron as it goes in−and−out of resonance.  Hence, a
small negative voltage pulse is reflected back into the pulse transformer's primary winding.  This
reverse current will ever slightly re−charge the PFN.

The internal "reverse−current" diodes in the IGBTs will now conduct, draining this residual charge
off the PFN.  This action should help to keep the PFN's voltage constant from pulse−to−pulse.

When the PFN completely discharges, the IGBT's are turned off and the charging cycle starts all
over again.  The IGBTs are triggered at the required radar pulse−repetition frequency.  Only the
component values of the PFN are used to determines the radar's overall pulse width.

High−Voltage DC Meter

This is an optional meter which can be added to the modulator's project case to monitor the
high−voltage input level.  The meter is an analog 0−30 VDC meter which uses the "divide−by−100"
output from the high−voltage power supply as the input.  The meter has a standard 1 mA movement
and a series 30 kohm or (33 kohm) resistor.  A 33 volt TVS and 0.01 µF capacitor remove any
voltage spikes or RF interference.  The meter also uses an (optional) isolated BNC jack to avoid any
ground loops.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of the pulse modulator's high−voltage DC input to the ammo box we'll be using for the
project's case.

The input is via a pair of insulated banana jacks.

The 1 µF / 2 kV capacitor is from an old microwave oven.  The protection high−voltage diode is also
from an old microwave oven.  Note one of the capacitor's terminals is used as a common ground
point which is then connected to the metal project case.

The high−power series 47 ohm resistor is probably optional, but will help to protect the high−voltage
power supply in case anything short circuits.
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Overview of the PFN charging network.

The positive 2 kV DC input comes in on the solder terminal on the lower−left.

The 88 mH charging inductor is the big red donut on the left.  A 100 kohm parallel resistor is used to
"de−Q" the inductor.  Not sure if that resistor is required or not.

The series high−voltage diode is a HVPR16−06, or any voltage−doubler diode from an old
microwave oven should work.

The large red coil on the right is a 10 µH inductor used to help tame the large current spike when
the PFN discharges through the IGBTs, and is probably also optional.

The circuit board for this pulse modulator is built onto the fiberboard base from an old clipboard and
most of the connections will be made using solder terminals.  This is to help with high−voltage
isolation and to make component changes much easier.
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Overview of the input charging network, the PFN, and the output pulse circuit.
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Close up picture of the output pulse circuit with the IGBT circuit (on the lower−left) now in place.

The series 100 ohm / 1,000 pF capacitor combination act as a surge de−spiker in case of an
impedance mismatch with the magnetron.  This can cause a large voltage "spike" from the pulse
transformer.

The high−voltage diode is used as a "tail clipper" to clean up the shape of the final output voltage
pulse.  The series 47 ohm resistor is used to tame current spikes in the diode.  The diode used here
is a UX−C2B, or any voltage−doubler diode from an old microwave oven should work.

A series 220 pF high−voltage capacitor is used along with a 1,000 ohm resistor and 5.1 volt Zener
diode to form an optional "pulse monitoring" circuit.

The final output pulse is via the WHITE wire on the left, with the BLACK wire being the common
ground.
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Overview of the two series ST Electronics STGF3NC120HD N−channel IGBTs and their gate−drive
circuitry.

This is the section of the modulator which is still experimental.

The 2 kV DC input to the IGBTs is from the ORANGE wire on the left.  The BLACK wire on the right
is a common ground.

The +24 VDC for the gate−drive transformer's primary is on the lower−right.  The trigger input to the
2N2222A is on the lower−left.

The little black box in the middle of the IGBTs is a Coilcraft DA2320 gate−drive transformer with a
1:1:1 turns ratio between the primary and secondary windings.  This transformer is necessary to
make sure the two IGBTs fire at the same time and provides proper high−voltage isolation.  This
transformer is a must.  You can make your own using a ferrite core and some enameled
wire.  Google "gate−drive transformers" for alot more information on doing that.

The two 15 ohm (should be 10) resistors go to the gate's on the two IGBTs.  A 33 volt TVS clamps
any voltage spikes on the gate−drive signal to protect the IGBTs.

The capacitors and resistors across the two IGBTs help to equalize the high−voltage across the two
IGBTs so one isn't "triggered" before the other.

The schematic and the above picture don't follow each other due to constant re−working.
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Alternate view of the gate−drive circuits.

I originally had series diodes and loading resistors on the gate−drive transformer's output, but this
seemed to distort the output signal.

You need a fast, clean square wave pulse−drive on the IGBT's gate for proper modulator operation,
and so you can quickly re−charge the PFN after each pulse firing.
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Overall view of the completed pulse modulator circuit.

The heatsink is isolated from ground, and probably overkill.  The peak current through the IGBTs
with this PFN and voltage is only around 10 Amps.  The heatsink will help the pulse current handling
of the IGBTs, but if not properly isolated, can arc from the high−voltage.

The IGBTs should have been mounted horizontally for a simpler layout design.
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Overview of the pulse modulator's case.
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Close up of the pulse output connection.

The output is via the ORANGE wire and goes to the center pin on a panel−mount SO−239
connector.  The GREEN wire is a common ground.  Vinyl tubing is used to increase the
high−voltage isolation on the output wiring.

The pulse modulator's output will be sent to the magnetron's pulse transformer via some RG−62 (93
ohm) coax.  This will be covered in an upcoming article.

The BLUE shielded wire is the output of the optional pulse monitor.

The high−voltage metering, the +24 VDC input, and the pulse trigger connections (from
top−to−bottom) are via the BNC connectors on the lower−right.
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Close up of the high−voltage DC input network.

The positive for the 2 kV DC line is the via the RED banana jack.

The 1 µF microwave oven capacitor is on the bottom and has some ferrite beads on the positive
and ground leads.

The big green cylinder is the series 47 ohm / 50 watt resistor.

The input protection diode is a CL01−12, or any voltage−doubler diode from an old microwave oven
should work.

Be sure to follow proper high−voltage construction techniques when building this circuit.
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Finished outside case overview.

The high−voltage input monitoring meter is located in the top−center.  Its "divide−by−100" input is
via the female isolated BNC connector next to it marked "HV".

The Trigger Input is via the bottom female BNC connector on the lower left−side, marked "TRIG".

The +24 VDC Input is the female BNC connector above that, marked "LV".

The Pulse Output is via the SO−239 connector on the lower right−side, marked "OUT".

The optional Pulse Monitor output is via the female BNC connector above that, marked "TEST".

Final pulse modulator circuit testing can't really take place until the magnetron and its driving pulse
transformer circuits are constructed.
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Schematic
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Microwaves and Radar Electronics

(Excerpt from Chapter 5 − Pulse Circuits)

Commercial radar thyratron modulator schematic for a 2J49 X−band magnetron.
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Radar for Technicians: Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

(Excerpt from Chapter 2 − Introduction to Radar Transmitters)
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Radar Handbook

(Excerpt from Chapter 4 − Transmitters)
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Radio−Frequency Electronics: Circuits and Applications

(Pulled from Google Books, so it is missing a few pages.)
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Introduction to Radar Systems

(Excerpt from Chapter 6 − Radar Transmitters)
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Simple Tension Wrench Tricks

Overview

In a past article, we showed you some simple tension wrench tricks to utilize while practicing your
locksmith techniques.  These involved drilling holes in the handle of the tension wrench and hanging
lead sinkers off them to adjust the pressure they were applying to the lock's cylinder.

While at a local hobby store, I found some small, thin pieces of adhesive−backed flexible lead
meant for adjusting the final weight of a pinewood derby car.  I think these adhesive−backed lead
pieces are also used for stained−glass work.  Since the lead sheets are very flexible, I tried
wrapping them around the handle of the tension wrench so it can apply a constant cylinder pressure
while you are working on the pins of the lock.  This picking method also helps to keep a hand
free.  The overall results were very good.  You can add or remove additional pieces of the lead
sheet to change the final "pressure" on the tension wrench.

I also found some small, non−lead, adhesive−backed weights meant for balancing a ceiling
fan.  These will probably be much easier to find (and not as dangerous!), but should also work just
as well.  You can't really adjust the final weight too much, as the weights are of a fixed size.  They
are easily removable, though.

Pictures & Construction Notes

Tension wrench weights.

On the left, is a commercial ceiling fan balancing kit you can buy for $1.

On the right, are a bunch of tension wrenches.

Above the tension wrenches is a thin piece of adhesive−backed flexible lead weight.
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Close up picture of the weights.

The ceiling fan weights have a piece of double−sided tape on their back.  This brand only has two
weights available; 5 and 3 grams.
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Proudly not RoSH−compliant!

Wrap the thin lead foil around the handle of a tension wrench.

The final weight is easily tweakable by trimming or adding more of the lead sheet.

You should wrap the final lead "bundle" with some electrical tape, or other sealant, to protect
yourself from lead exposure.
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Adding the ceiling fan balancing weights to a tension wrench.

Not as physically compact as the lead foil bundle, but cheaper.  This method makes it very easy to
change the tension pressure by adding or removing the weights.
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Example of the ceiling fan balancing weights in action.  13 grams total.

The weights can be easily reused by saving the little piece of paper which protects the adhesive.
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Bonus

When's the last time a lazy Eurosavage has done anything for YOU?
From Popular Mechanics, 1948.
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End of Issue #66

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Why not ask Bill Ayers to fix this problem?  LOL!  Change!

Chicago Violence Haunts Obama as Gun−Control Backers Left Cold

October 7, 2009 − From: www.bloomberg.com

By John McCormick

Oct. 7 (Bloomberg) −− At least 47 school−age children in Chicago have been killed in
homicides, mostly by guns, since the month President Barack Obama took office.

The latest youth homicide in his adopted hometown was different only in that the attackers used
splintered railroad ties and were captured on video broadcast globally.

The Sept. 24 attack prompted Obama to send his attorney general and education secretary to
Chicago today after the killing tarnished the city's drive to win the 2016 Olympics.

"The savage beating of Derrion Albert, recycled on television, embarrassed Chicago and the
nation," said the Reverend Jesse Jackson, a civil−rights activist and founder of the RainbowPUSH
Coalition.  "You can't ignore the case."

U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan and U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder plan to appear at
City Hall with Mayor Richard Daley in what the Obama administration described as a search for
solutions to youth crime.  They also will meet privately with students and parents.

Chicago's violence has long burdened Obama's political career, including the embarrassment of a
missed vote as a state senator that hurt his 2000 bid for Congress.  Duncan, 44, a Chicago native
and Obama friend, admits to "total failure" in curbing violence during his seven years as chief of the
nation's third−largest school system, which serves more than 400,000 students, 85 percent of them
living below the poverty line.

Some gun−control advocates question the administration's timing as Duncan and Holder arrive after
a highly publicized beating that didn't involve a gun.
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Missed Opportunities

"Where there have been opportunities for the president to speak out about the issue of firearm
violence, he has missed any number of opportunities," said Thom Mannard, executive director of
the Illinois Council Against Handgun Violence.

Doing so in the Albert case "provides the cover" to address youth violence without confronting the
gun lobby, said Mannard, whose group's board of directors included Duncan until he left for his
current post.

The administration defended its record.

"President Obama is committed to combating violence on our streets and in our schools, both in
Chicago −− which has been particularly hard hit −− and around the nation," White House
spokeswoman Amy Brundage said in a statement.  "The administration has focused on the issue of
youth violence from the outset."

The beating death of Albert, 16, an honor student, renewed outrage and prompted a call to action in
a city where 398 students were shot in the past 12 months, said Monique Bond, a spokeswoman for
the Chicago Public Schools.  Four teens have been charged in connection with Albert's killing.

Obama Sermon

The incident happened less than five miles from a church where Obama gave a sermon in July
2007 challenging the government, the gun lobby and the public to stop gun violence.

"Our playgrounds have become battlegrounds," he told a standing−room congregation.  "Our streets
have become cemeteries.  Our schools have become places to mourn the ones we've lost.  The
violence is unacceptable."

Obama at the time called for better enforcement of existing gun laws, tighter background checks on
gun buyers and a permanent assault−weapons ban.

Some of the students involved in the recent fatal fight live in Altgeld Gardens, a public housing
project where Obama worked in the mid−1980s as a community organizer.

At Risk

Like Obama, 48, Duncan is familiar with youth violence in Chicago.  Duncan was replaced as
Chicago schools chief by Ron Huberman, a former Chicago police officer and transit official who is
experimenting with a $30 million project to focus on about 1,200 high school students in danger of
being shot.

The district identified those students based on grades, attendance and serious misconduct.  The
analysis suggests the 200 high school students most at risk have a 20 percent chance of becoming
a victim of gun violence.

One of Obama's first high−profile brushes with the anguish associated with gun violence came amid
his unsuccessful primary campaign for Congress against Representative Bobby Rush, a former
Black Panther.
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Rush's son was shot in October 1999 and died four days later, producing an outpouring of support
for the incumbent.

Gun Vote

Later that fall, the Illinois legislature was called into special session to consider gun−safety initiatives
that Obama supported.

When a crucial vote came earlier than expected, Obama was in Hawaii visiting the grandmother
who helped raise him.  The legislation failed by five votes as he remained in Hawaii to help care for
a sick daughter, sparking criticism.

Daley initially played down the impact of the Albert case on the city's Olympics bid.  Still, his first
public comments upon his return from Copenhagen were to address the violence and the "code of
silence" surrounding it.

Gun issues in Chicago will remain in the national spotlight following the U.S. Supreme Court's Sept.
30 announcement that it will hear a challenge of the city's handgun ban, implemented in 1982 to
combat urban crime.

Duncan said earlier this year that his attempts to curb violence were ineffective when he oversaw
Chicago's schools.

"I thought I had made things better in some areas," he said April 14 in Chicago.  "This is an area
where I was a total failure."

I wonder if all that Democrat/Obama−voter violence in Chicago will affect Obongo's bid to
get the Olympics held there to help pay off his corrupt little buddies?

Obongo's Chicago Thugs: Martin Nesbitt, Valerie Jarret, and Eric Whitaker
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It's time to strip the Narcissistic Nigger of his power...

Note that when a shit−skin moves to a White country, they themselves are engaging
in "racial profiling."

White House Strips Immigration Policing Powers From Arizona Sheriff

October 9, 2009 − From: www.guardian.co.uk

By Daniel Nasaw

A controversial Arizona sheriff known for taking a hard line against illegal immigrants has been
stripped of some of his powers in what he described as a political move by the Obama
administration.

Joe Arpaio, a gruff lawman who styles himself as America's toughest sheriff, has won acclaim from
U.S. anti−immigrant forces for his relentless pursuit of mostly Hispanic illegal immigrants in
Maricopa county, Arizona, a fast−growing county of 4 million people that is home to Phoenix, the
nation's fifth largest city.

Arpaio's aggressive tactics include the jailing of illegal immigrants in tent cities surrounded by
barbed wire in the middle of Arizona's searingly hot summers, the reduction of meal costs to 20
cents per day, the use of pink jail clothing for men, and chain gangs for women inmates.

Arpaio also came in for criticism when he appeared on the FOX reality show Smile: You're Under
Arrest.

Under a two−year−old agreement with the federal department of homeland security, Arpaio and his
deputies had been authorised to enforce federal immigration law by arresting suspected illegal
immigrants in the field and by checking the immigration status of people arrested on other offences.

But after drawing thousands of complaints and a civil rights investigation from the justice
department, Arpaio was this week stripped of his federal authority to make immigration
arrests.  County attorney Andrew Thomas, one of Arpaio's supporters, condemned the "setback in
the fight against illegal immigration".

For his part Arpaio has promised to continue chasing illegal immigrants using state laws. In an
angry press conference, he called U.S. homeland security officials "liars" and said he would
personally drive those caught on the streets to the border if federal officers refused to take arrested
illegal immigrants into custody.  "I'll take a little trip to the border and turn them over to the border,"
he said.

Arpaio's critics decried his continued plans to arrest illegal immigrants and said the Obama
administration should sever all ties with him.

The now−rescinded authority to conduct field sweeps of illegal immigrants yielded only about 300
out of the roughly 33,000 total arrests of illegal immigrants since 2007, the Obama administration
has done little to curtail Arpaio, said Frank Sharry, executive director of immigration reform
advocacy group America's Voice.
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"He's going to go down in history as a man who terrorised the Latino community for the sake of his
own visibility and political popularity," Sharry said.  "The fact that the Obama administration would
lend any of its legitimacy to any of his activities is surprising and disappointing."

Arpaio was first elected sheriff in 1993.

"The department of homeland security is making a historic mistake if it continues its relationship with
Sheriff Joe Arpaio," said Paco Fabian, spokesman for immigration reform advocacy group
America's Voice. "The federal government is lending its full force and legitimacy to a rogue cop
certain to go down in history as a serial violator of civil rights and an enemy of the Latino
community."

An estimated 12 million illegal immigrants live in the U.S.  The federal government is virtually
paralysed over how to react, with conservatives like Arpaio calling for the arrest and deportation of
illegal immigrants and increased border enforcement.  Obama, many Democrats and some
Republicans call for a system that will allow most to gain legal status after paying a fine and learning
English, but reform efforts in 2006 and 2007 withered under sustained rightwing opposition.

More than 60 law enforcement agencies across the country have signed onto the same programme
under which local officers are effectively deputised to enforce immigration law.  But critics of the
programme say it wastes police resources needed to fight street crime, promotes racial profiling of
Hispanics, targets peaceful workers, breaks up families and breeds distrust of police among
immigrants, who become afraid to report crime for fear they will be asked for immigration papers.

Obongo: Bringing Everyone Together
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Obama FAIL!

Before the Election:

From: web.archive.org/web/20060207151627/
           http://the.honoluluadvertiser.com/article/2006/Jan/08/ln/FP601080334.html

The uncensored Archive.org version from January 8, 2006.
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After the Election:

From: the.honoluluadvertiser.com/article/2006/Jan/08/ln/FP601080334.html

Whoops!  Looks like "change" just came to The Honolulu Advertiser!

This article was censored on October 16, 2009 after being linked from a number of blogs.
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